Abstract: Light emitters based on Ge quantum dots embedded in modified photonic crystal three defect-long (L3) cavities are fabricated and characterized. Several sharp resonant luminescence peaks dominate the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum at room temperature. The strongest resonant luminescence peak is obtained at 1524 nm. The enhancement factor is 110, and the corresponding Purcell factor is estimated to be 6.7. The large enhancement is due to high Purcell factor and high collection efficiency of modified L3 cavity verified by far-field patterns. The intrinsic Q factor measured from crossed-polarized resonant scattering is much higher than the Q factor measured from PL, indicating that the Q factors measured from PL are inaccurate due to free-carrier absorption of the photogenerated carriers.
Introduction
Silicon based optical interconnect is now considered as an attractive solution to overcome the limited bandwidth and high power consumption of the traditional electric interconnects. So far, most photonic components have been realized with high performances on silicon-compatible platform [1] . However, as silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor with poor light emission efficiency, the realization of an efficient silicon based light-emitter is still a huge challenge. Many different methods [2] have been explored to solve this problem, including silicon nanocrystals [3] , bulk crystalline silicon [4] , optically active defects in crystalline Si [5] , tensile-strained n-type Ge [6] , and III-V lasers [7] - [9] and so on.
Ge self-assembled quantum dot is one of the candidates due to their easy fabrication, light emission between 1.2 and 1.6 m in the telecom wavelengths and compatibility with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processes [10] , [11] . However, the main problems of light emitters based on Ge quantum dots were poor spectral purity, low directionality and low luminescence intensity. Due to high Q, small mode volume and strong light-matter interactions of the microcavities [12] - [14] , different microcavities were utilized to enhance the light emission from Ge quantum dots and select emission wavelength [15] - [17] . Current-injected light emitting devices based on Ge quantum dots embedded in microdisk and photonic crystal (PhC) cavities were successfully fabricated and demonstrated, respectively [18] , [19] . However, the Q factors reported before for PL resonant peaks from Ge quantum dots in PhC cavities were typically lower than 1500. And the strongest resonant peak was typically shorter than 1500 nm [20] . It is still a big challenge to obtain stronger resonant luminescence and higher Q factor around 1550 nm, realize more practical Ge quantum dots-based light emitter.
In this paper, we demonstrate the fabrication and characterization of light emitter based on Ge quantum dots embedded in modified PhC L3 nanocavities. The cavity modes and corresponding far-field patterns for modified L3 cavity are calculated by three-dimensional finite-difference timedomain (3D-FDTD). Comparing to traditional L3 cavity, the fundamental mode supported by modified L3 cavity around 1550 nm has moderate Q factor and higher collection efficiency. By utilizing modified L3 cavity, the strongest resonant emission peak is obtained at 1524 nm.
Device Fabrication and Characterization Setup
In the experiment, four layers of Ge quantum dots were grown on SOI substrate with 160 nm top silicon and 2 m buried silicon oxide (BOX) by gas source molecular beam epitaxy (GS-MBE). The total thickness of Si/Ge layer was about 240 nm measured from ellipsometer (Sopra GES-5E). E-beam lithography (Vistec EBPG 5000 Plus) was used to define the PhC structures on the ZEP520A resist. Then the patterns were transferred to the top Si/Ge layer by inductively coupled plasma etching using SF 6 and C 4 F 8 gases. In order to strengthen optical confinement in the normal direction and increase the symmetry of the structure, the BOX was removed by a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution. L3 cavities with a lattice constant of a ¼ 400 nm and a hole radius of r=a ¼ 0:3 were fabricated. The positions of the three holes adjacent to the cavity were optimized to obtain high Q factor [21] . Radius of the holes around the cavity was reduced by a quantity of Ár ¼ 0:045 a to optimize the far fields of the cavity modes and obtain stronger radiation vertically [22] . We called it modified L3 cavity here. Traditional L3 cavities (without optimization of far fields) and photonic crystals without cavities were also fabricated on the same sample for comparison. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated modified L3 cavity was shown in Fig. 1(a) .
The micro-photoluminescence (PL) was measured at room temperature using a confocal microscope photoluminescence system. The sample was excited with a diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser at ¼ 532 nm, which was focused to a 2-m spot on the center of the PhC cavities by a high numerical aperture ðNA ¼ 0:95Þ microscope objective. The PL signal was collected by the same objective, then dispersed by a monochromator with 320 mm focus length and detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InGaAs detector array.
The technique based on crossed-polarized resonant scattering [23] was applied to measure the intrinsic Q factor of the PhC cavities. Continuous-wave light from an external cavity tunable laser (1 pm resolution), which was linearly polarized by a polarizer, was focused on the center of the PhC cavities by polarization-preserving objective. The backward scattered light was analyzed in cross polarization by an analyzer. Note that the axis of the PhC cavity must form an angle of 45 with both the polarizer and the analyzer. Fig. 1(b) shows the room-temperature PL spectra for the sample, the power of the incident excitation laser is 16 W. Black, green, blue, red curves in Fig. 1(b) represent the PL spectrum of the unprocessed Si/Ge membrane, reference PhC region (without cavities), traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity, respectively. Note that the PL spectra of unprocessed and PhC region are multiplied by a factor of 20 for better viewing. As seen in Fig. 1(b) , several sharp resonant peaks are observed to dominate the spectra over an almost flat and weak background emission in the PL spectra of traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity. 3D-FDTD is performed to calculate the cavity modes of modified L3 cavity with geometry parameters measured from the SEM image. The calculated resonant wavelengths of the modified L3 cavity are shown on the top panel of Fig. 1(b) . The patterns for five cavity modes supported by modified L3 cavity are shown in Fig. 1(c) . The simulation results indicate that resonant peaks 1 $ 5 are well identified as PhC cavity modes, corresponding to theoretically predicted five cavity modes M 0 $ M 4 , respectively. The experimental observed emission wavelengths tend to be slightly shifted due to imperfection in fabrication. It is notable that all the five cavity modes of modified L3 cavity, which cover a 250-nm-wide wavelength range, is experimentally observed simultaneously in one device.
Measured Results and Discussion
As seen in Fig. 1(b) , the PL intensity for the fundamental cavity mode of modified L3 cavity has a large enhancement comparing to that for the corresponding mode of traditional L3 cavity, while the PL intensity for high order cavity modes of modified L3 cavity do not change so much. We simulate the near field intensity profile at the PhC slab surface by 3D-FDTD, and apply a standard near-tofar-field transformation to obtain the far-field pattern [24] . The calculated far-field patterns (electric field intensity profiles) for corresponding cavity modes of modified L3 cavity and traditional L3 cavity are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , respectively. The numbers 1 $ 5 represent the cavity modes M 0 $ M 4 of the L3 cavity, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , the far-field profile for the fundamental mode of modified L3 cavity is more concentrated along the vertical direction than the far-field profile for the fundamental mode of traditional L3 cavity. It means, for a given limited NA objective, light emission from the fundamental mode of modified L3 cavity is easier to collect from the vertical direction comparing to traditional L3 cavity. Therefore, modified L3 cavity improves the directionality of light emission from Ge quantum dots and has higher collection efficiency than traditional L3 cavity. The far-field profiles for the modes M 1 $ M 3 of modified L3 cavity are almost the same as the far-field patterns for corresponding modes of traditional L3 cavity, indicating that light emission intensity for modes M 1 $ M 3 don't change so much. In addition, the far-field profile for the mode M 4 of modified L3 cavity is more concentrated along the vertical direction comparing to that of traditional L3 cavity, indicating the mode M 4 is sensitive to the double-period perturbation of modified L3 cavity. This is a good explanation for, light emission peak corresponding to mode M 4 is observed in the PL spectrum of modified L3 cavity, while is not observed in the PL spectrum of traditional L3 cavity. The simulation results are in good agreement with the results obtained from PL. It is found that another small emission peak exists at a longer wavelength than the fundamental mode M 0 in the PL spectrum of traditional L3 cavity. It may be attributed to light emission enhancement by slow light near PhC band-edge.
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , enhancement factor $110 of resonant luminescence is obtained at 1524 nm for the fundamental cavity mode of modified L3 cavity. Here, enhancement factor is defined as the ratios of the resonant peak intensities to the intensities from the unprocessed Si/Ge membrane at the corresponding wavelength. Such high enhancement is attributed to an increased collection efficiency and Purcell effect in the PhC cavity. Let us consider the increased collection efficiency firstly. The collection efficiency of unprocessed Si/Ge membrane [25] can be given by slab ¼ 1 À cos½sin À1 ðNA=nÞ $ 0:058, where n $ 2.83 is the effective refractive index of Si/Ge membrane and NA ¼ 0:95 is the numerical aperture of the objective. The collection efficiency of modified L3 cavity ð c Þ is about 0.93, which is calculated from the far-field pattern for the fundamental mode simulated above. The enhancement of collection efficiency is given by c = slab $ 16:0. The total enhancement factor can be given by ¼ F Ã p c = slab , where F p is the Purcell factor. Then, F p ¼ Ã slab = c $ 6:7, which is the highest Purcell factor achieved for Ge quantum dots embedded in microcavities. Fig. 3 shows the magnified graphs of the PL spectra for the fundamental cavity mode of traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity. As seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b) , the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of fundamental cavity mode of traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity are 0.493 nm and 0.471 nm, corresponding to Q factors of 3050 and 3250, respectively. The Q factors of fundamental cavity mode of traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity simulated by 3D-FDTD are 165 000 and 13 500, respectively. The Q factors measured from PL are much smaller than simulation results.
The low Q factor may be attributed to extra loss induced by tilt of air-holes, roughness of the inner walls, fluctuation of air-hole radii, geometry errors introduced in fabrication and free-carrier absorption of photogenerated carriers introduced in PL measuring. To measure the intrinsic Q factors of the fabricated PhC cavities, the technique based on crossed-polarized resonant scattering is applied. The scattering spectra for the fundamental cavity mode of traditional L3 cavity and modified L3 cavity are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) , respectively. The FWHM of traditional L3 cavity is 21.6 pm and the corresponding intrinsic Q factor is about 70 000. Obviously, the intrinsic Q factor measured by crossed-polarized resonant scattering is much higher than the value obtained from PL spectrum. Similarly, as seen in Fig. 4(b) , the intrinsic Q factor of modified L3 cavity is $10 500, which is also higher than the value obtained from PL. These results show that free-carrier absorption of photogenerated carriers has a big influence in the Q factor measured under excitation. It is found that the intrinsic Q factor of the fundamental mode of modified L3 cavity is much lower than traditional L3 cavity, indicating that the vertical loss of modified L3 cavity is bigger than traditional L3 cavity. It means, the fundamental mode of modified L3 cavity has higher extraction efficiency comparing to traditional L3 cavity. Fig. 5 shows the peak wavelengths and Q factors of the fundamental mode of modified L3 cavity at different pumping powers. As pumping power increasing, the resonant luminescence peak red shifts and Q factor decreases. The red shift of resonant peaks are attributed to the increase of refractive index of silicon induced by thermo-optic effect due to heating of pumping and free-carrier absorption. The decreasing of Q factors is attributed to the free-carrier absorption of the photogenerated carriers. The Q factors at very low pumping powers are limited to around 4100 by the resolution of the PL system. These results indicate that intrinsic Q factors should be measured under extremely low pumping power in PL method.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated strong resonant luminescence from Ge quantum dots embedded in modified PhC L3 cavities at room temperature. The cavity modes and corresponding far-field patterns for modified L3 cavity are calculated by 3D-FDTD. Comparing to traditional L3 cavity, the fundamental mode supported by modified L3 cavity around 1550 nm has moderate Q factor and higher collection efficiency. By utilizing modified L3 cavity, the directionality and collection efficiency of light emission from Ge quantum dots is improved obviously. The five emission peaks corresponding to the five cavity modes of modified L3 cavity, which cover a 250-nm-wide wavelength range, is observed simultaneously in one device. The strongest resonant luminescence peak is obtained at 1524 nm. The enhancement factor is over 100 and Q factor is 3250 measured from PL, a Purcell factor of 6.7 is estimated from enhancement factor and increased collection efficiency. The intrinsic Q factor of modified L3 cavity measured from crossed-polarized resonant scattering method is 10 500, which is much higher than the result measured from PL. And the emission peak wavelengths and Q factors are found to be dependent on the pumping powers. These results indicate that free-carrier absorption of photogenerated carriers has a big influence on the Q factors of the PL peaks, and intrinsic Q factors should be measured under extremely low pumping power in PL method.
These results show a possible direction to realize effective Si-based light emitting devices based on Ge quantum dots in microcavities. Fig. 5 . Q factors and peak wavelengths of the fundamental mode of the modified L3 cavity extracted from the PL spectra at different pumping powers. Black diamonds curves represent the Q factor, and blue dots curves represent the peak wavelength.
